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closely each month by creating month-end financial state-
ments that are reviewed by the principal in your firm along 
with the financial person putting them together, he says. This 
is essential, according to Foley because “by creating a balanced 
budget along with monthly financial reports, it will allow your 
business to have a complete snapshot as to its financial picture 
at any given time.” 

Building Cash Reserves  
to Supplement Cash Flow 
Professionals say that what constitutes a good cash reserve 
depends on each individual O&P business, but all agree that it 
is a critical piece of protecting your cash flow. In an ideal world, 
a business should have at least three months of reserves on hand 
to offset any downturn in pay or sources, Fleetwood says. The 
amount on hand is determined by the size of the company, and 
it varies, he says.

Foley says it is important when creating an annual budget to 
allow for extra cash in the case of unforeseen problems such 
as building and computer repairs. “A comfort level for me as 
far as cash flow is at least three payrolls with three months of 
expenses in reserves,” he continues. “That, along with steady 
income or increased income, seems to be a good indicator that 
your business is doing well.”

De La Torre O&P has developed a good working formula 
it uses with its business, Benedetti says, “that is 4 percent of 
cash receipts for any time period.” He gives the example that if 
a business has $1 million in receipts for the year, it should have 
a minimum of $40,000 in cash set aside.

Schmitke says a business knows what its monthly “nut” is—
the amount of the business’ fixed monthly expenses. “This is the 
cash that it takes to operate the business no matter the amount 
of revenue generated,” he says. “Once you know this amount, a 
business owner should make a decision as to how many months 
of expenses would be ideal to keep in cash reserves.” For exam-
ple, Schmitke says, if it costs $30,000 to operate monthly, then it 
may be ideal to hold $60,000 to $90,000 in cash reserves.

Managing Cash Flow Challenges
Audits of any kind are disruptive enough, let alone how intrusive 
and destructive RAC audits are, says Mark Seitzer, managing 
member of Process Solutions, Omaha, Nebraska, who has been 
in the healthcare and financial field for more than 30 years. He 
recommends focusing resources on ensuring that your current 
billing practices are as efficient as possible to help keep cash 
flowing. “Medicare claims are generally a significant portion of 
O&P facilities’ business,” he says. “Our focus is how to keep cash 
flowing from all sources including Medicare.”

Sound business processes regarding a practice’s accounts 
receivables will help mitigate cash flow issues, says Seitzer, 
whose background and training is in computer programming 
and accounting. For roughly the last decade, Seitzer has been 
working with the medical claims clearinghouse TKSoftware, 
Carmel, Indiana, through Process Solutions. “Our purpose is to 
move every claim and payment possible electronically,” he says. 

Seitzer recommends starting the following procedures as 
soon as possible if they are not already part of your O&P  
facility’s efforts to manage accounts receivable:

 O Minimize the time a claim takes to get to the payer. 
Providers will have to get claims to the payers as quickly 
as possible, and the claims need to be complete enough, 
including supplemental information, for them to be 
adjudicated; otherwise, they will be rejected, denied, or 
delayed. 

 O Maximize efforts with the payers to ensure they are 
paying in a timely manner. Follow up with payers when 
claims are not paid by the time expected for that payer. 
Practices must be more proactive than just checking on 
claims that are more than 60 days old. 

 O Use electronic claims whenever possible. Payers are 
obligated by law to accept claims electronically.

 O Send required supplemental information electronically, 
if possible. 

 O Sign up with payers to receive payments via electronic 
funds transfer, if offered.

RAC Audits and Delayed Reimbursements…continued from page 58
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continued on page 62


